
    

 

ClarityCap is a brand focused on quality metallized film capacitors. The audio market is the main 

target group where we have chosen to stock certain sizes within three series. 

TC is to replace many existing electrolyte models with more stable film variants and where the 

Kelvin model (TC4) can replace the smoothing capacitor in certain applications or a complement, 

which reduces ripple in the higher frequencies. With very low ESR, these are more efficient 

compared to electrolytes and can replace a stronger electrolyte in some applications. 

We have then chosen to stock the CSA series in selected sizes. This series is the best selling 

model. A good high end series at budget prices. 

Then we stock the CMR series, which is the company's prestige series, which many audiophiles 

prefer. 

Lukase AB is a distributor  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Working from our dedicated facility, we have designed and manufactured metallised plastic film capacitors for use in audio 

applications since 1974. 

Over the years we have continually developed our materials, processes and systems to ensure you can listen to the 

difference a ClarityCap makes. 

Through partnerships with university research teams, the very best high end audio manufacturers and end users we have 

been able to enhance and expand our range to offer a comprehensive solution for all your audio capacitor requirements. 

Our audio grade capacitor ranges cover almost any requirement in high end audio systems from just 10nF (0.010uF) to over 

200uF and in the case of power supply capacitors up to 1000uF in a single component. ClarityCap capacitors are used 

extensively in audiophile systems: loudspeaker crossover circuits; valve amplifier power supplies and signal paths; pre-

amplifiers; phono-amplifiers; power conditioners. 

In professional audio markets our capacitors can be found in loudspeakers, guitar amplifiers, effects pedals, and even 

guitars themselves. 

Perhaps equally importantly we do not just market and sell capacitors. We manufacture all the capacitors that bear our name 

in our own facility. Being a manufacturer is the only way to control the every aspect of the capacitor’s characteristic to ensure 

that every ClarityCap offers the same high quality and performance time after time. 

Manufacturing also allows us to offer flexibility and customisations that are not generally available from other suppliers in the 

high end audio market. Many of our high end audio customer’s choose to use their branding, corporate colours or preferred 

lead outs, meaning that you may not always realise just how many high end audio contain ClarityCap capacitors! 

Claritycap products are respected and valued all over the world and our global dealer network allows smaller OEMS and 

end users to take advantage of the same great products used by many of the worlds leading high end audio companies. 

ClarityCap (ex ICW, Industrial Capacitors Wrexham), was acquired November 2020 by Charcroft Electronics, UK.  


